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Anti-Brexit demonstration in London (14)
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Ви повинні увійти в систему, щоб мати доступ до кошика
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Brexit demonstration outside Parliament in London on February 14, 2019.  As they rally together to try and save us from a fate worse death, some people who voted for Brexit aren?t stupid as this university lecturer proves,  Perhaps some are just racist. The anti-immigration pro Brexit stuff on social media on websites radicalised people with lies and the Brexit vote sanctioned this behaviour. I hope no one says this to my mum who has an accent.  14 Feb 2019  Pictured: Anti-Brexit demonstration in London.  Photo credit: GOL/Capital Pictures / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Brexit demonstration outside Parliament in London on February 14, 2019.  As they rally together to try and save us from a fate worse death, some people who voted for Brexit aren?t stupid as this university lecturer proves,  Perhaps some are just racist. The anti-immigration pro Brexit stuff on social media on websites radicalised people with lies and the Brexit vote sanctioned this behaviour. I hope no one says this to my mum who has an accent.  14 Feb 2019  Pictured: Anti-Brexit demonstration in London.  Photo credit: GOL/Capital Pictures / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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